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1. Date 28/1/2019 

Last to go in afternoon session. 

Chairman: 

 Where have you been preparing? 

 Your interest is teaching why don't you pursue it? 

 What is the difference between NCC and NSS? 

 What is the head of NCC called? 

 Who is his equivalent in Army? 

 Have you visited any Protected area? (I told Koyana WLS and Keoladeo NP) 

 Tell me the difference between two? 

 Tell me contribution of Jyotiba phule? 

 Tell me some books written by him? 

M1: 

 Difference between NP WLS and Biosphere reserve? 

 What are the types of biodiversity? 

 What are endemic species? 

 Tell some examples? 

 Where does volcanism occurs? 

 Places in India? 

 What is hotspot? 

 What is Forest management? 

 How administration in Forest areas takes place? 

 What is compost? 

 How is it prepared? 

M2: 

 Tell me some future techniques in agriculture? 

 Which plants have you planted? (my extra coricular activity had tree plantation) 

 From where have you collected those plant? 

 What is van mahotsava? 

 What is JFM? 

M3: 

 What is Minor Forest Produce and examples of it? 

 What is watershed management? ( my NSS activity ....so they might had asked) 

 There is one place named after Rajguru in Pune do you know that? 

 What is Forest productivity? 

 How to increase it? 

(The abruptly shifted towards chairman) 

Chairman: Thank you Vikram. 

 

                                                  BOARD- P.K. JOSHI SIR 
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2. Omkar M Pawar 

Optionals-Agri engg. and forestry 

IFS interview transcript 

Around 30 min 

Chairman: 

 You have done BE form DY Patil College..Is it a private or a government college? 

 So what are you doing since graduation? 

 Tell me something about Pune 

M1: 

 What is joint forest management? 

 Despite of being successful preservation of forest over 100years suddenly why it is 

required to have community involvement? 

 Which are the forest acts governing the forest areas? 

 Asked about engineering project. How can it be used in forestry? 

 You are a sport player. Do you know of which wood cricket bat is made up of? 

 Tell the scientific name of that tree 

 Where is it found? 

 Can you tell the regeneration method of salix aliba?(used for cricket bat) 

 What are the types of nurseries? 

 How it is created? and factors considered 

 What is Ujjwala scheme? 

 How it is contributing in forest conservation? 

M2: 

 Tell me about agricultural process engineering 

 What is rice husk? tell me it's uses 

 What is rice bran? 

 How agriculture waste can be processed using engineering methods? 

 What are conventional energy and non conventional energy sources? 

 Give some examples of that? 

 Why we need alternate sources? 

 Difference between bio technoloy and chemical technology 

 What are biodiversity hotspots? 

 How many biodiversity hotspots are there in India,tell the names 

 How tribals are administered? 

 What Is PESA? 

 Fifth and sixth schedule, difference between them.. 

 States where Sixth schedule is applicable? 

M3: 

 What is biodiversity? 

 What are the types of biodiversity? 

 What are the conservation methods? Explain 
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 What are the vegetative propagation methods? 

 What is climate change? 

 What is wetland? 

 Effect of climate change on wetlands 

 Ramsar convention? 

 Number of ramsar sites in India? 

 Name two sites. 

 Largest fresh water lake in India? 

 What is desertification? 

 What are the reasons for that? 

Chairman: 

 What is forest cover of India? 

 Despite of increase in pressure and population why is forest cover increasing? 

 How tribals contribute in Forest conservation? 

 What are the reasons for forest fires? sub questions about fire line 

Thank You Omkar,Your Interview Is Over. 

 

3. Morning slot 2nd candidate; Home state: Rajasthan 

 You have done your schooling from Ajmer. Ajmer is said to be an educational hub. Name 

some famous educational institutions from Ajmer. 

 Where is Central University located in Ajmer? 

 Your optional is geology. What are geological hazards? 

 Tell us about cyclones. How they are formed? Why we see cyclones only on East coast 

and not on west coast of India 

 How cyclones are named? 

 What are corals? What is coral bleaching? 

M1: 

 You have done B tech in Mechanical then why you had taken forestry as an optional? 

 Green Revolution in India brought many benefits in agriculture. Why we have not seen a 

Green revolution in Forestry?- I spoke also about GM Rubber tree being developed 

 Is rubber produced in forest? 

 Can we grow Rubber plantation in forest? 

 Why we brought Forest Conservation Act, 1980? 

 Conservation is also ensured in Indian Forest Act, 1927. Then why a new act? 

 Eco-tourism: Isn’t it coming in conflict with forest conservation? 

 How eco-tourism helps in forest conservation. No one goes to forest to see trees, some 

eco-tourism which is present is only related to wildlife? 

 What are eco-sensitive zones? 

M2: 

 Are you aware of Jaipur Foot. 

 What was your project on Prosthetic limbs? Did you work with Jaipur foot? 

 What is people’s participation in forest management? 
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 Is Joint forest management only method of people’s participation 

 Tell us about good wildlife areas in Rajasthan 

 You mentioned about Bishnoi community’s role in wildlife conservation. Tell us more about 

them? 

 Are you aware of Zero Budget Natural Farming? 

 What is Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana? 

 What is Panchgavya 

M3: 

 Your hobby is diary writing. What is difference between Dairy and Environmental Diary 

 Tell us about major environmental threats India is facing today 

 What we have done to control air pollution 

 How we monitor air pollution 

 What are parameters in Air Quality Index (PM2.5, PM 10,SOx…) 

 Tell us about Ganga Cleaning Project 

 

4. Pramod Tiwari 

Optional- Geography 

B.Tech- ECE 

Hobby- Cricket 

Very general interview, mostly DAF based. 

Chairman: 

 Strengths and Weaknesses of Uttar Pradesh (Home State) 

 How to tap tourism potential in UP? 

 What all circuits are there in UP regarding tourism? 

M1: 

 How can you use your knowledge of geography in agriculture? 

 Green Revolution- Why happened? Positives and negatives of it? 

 White revolution- Why happened? 

 Which crops are grown in your area? 

 How to improve irrigation facility? 

 Why people not adopting drip irrigation? 

M2: 

 Cricket is very popular (hobby), how can we make other sports also popular? 

 What is fundamental duties? Where is it mentioned in constitution? 

M3: 

 Why South American countries are called Latin America? 

 What is happening in Venezuela? 

 Why other countries are intervening in it? 
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 What is India's stand on Venezuela? 

M4: 

 On the one hand government is opening more IITs and NITs (graduation) and on the other 

hand other engineering colleges are shutting down why? 

 How can we improve employability of engineers? 

 Do we need more engineering colleges or diploma institutes? 

 What can be done to improve skills? 

Chairman: Thank You. Your interview is over. 

 

5. Kumar B: 

20th February. AN. 

B.tech EEE, MATHEMATICS optional. 

Chairman: 

 What were you doing after leaving job? 

 You studied electronics and electrical. You worked in IT sector. Don't you want to do these 

jobs? 

 Suppose you are invited to a school. The 9th class students have studied arithmetic mean, 

but by seeing the harmonic table, they don't want to study harmonic mean or geometric 

mean? How you will convince them? 

 a value increased by 22%, then 20%, then 26%. To find average increase in value which 

mean you will use? 

 what is a green building? Is current UPSC building is a green building? 

M1: 

 what is NFSA? 

 what is a welfare state? 

 don't you think welfare state and rights of persons are contradictory? 

 you have done Vipassana meditation. How is it different from other meditations? 

 who taught Vipassana? 

M2: 

 what is Vedic mathematics? 

 any formula of vedic mathematics that you liked? 

 is these formulas helpful in practical application? 

 if they are quicker then why they are not taught in school? 

 don't you think it will be difficult for students to do mental calculation? 

 assam is famous for one wildlife? Where? 

 where else one horn rhino is seen? 

 their population is increasing or decreasing? 

 in rhino vision exactly what strategies are taken to increase their population? 

M 3: 
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 What is time zone? 

 How many time zones in India? In USA? 

 Have you heard of p c mahalanobis? Who was he? 

 What did mahalanobis say about requirement of more timezones in India? 

 Do you think we need more time zones? 

 How one timezone affects productivity of northeast? 

 Give me one example where the corresponding constitution article is exactly opposite of 

what value we professed during freedom struggle? 

M 4: 

 You stayed in Odisha, Assam and Bangalore. What is common to all of the three places? 

 You went to Canada. Where did you stay? 

 What did you like about Canada? 

 Why Indians are not polite? 

 Did you visit Niagara falls? Tell me the name of the waterfall in India which is similar or bit 

smaller than Niagara? 

 How you will use artificial intelligence in government? Give specific example. 

 How will you use AI in energy conservation? 

 What is smart home? Give one example. 

 Can you retrofit this air conditioner into a smart ac which can integrate with the temperature 

sensor and accordingly change the level automatically? Tell me what changes need to be 

done? 

 

 

6. 20th February. AN. 

B.tech EEE, MATHEMATICS optional. 

Chairman: 

 What were you doing after leaving job? 

 You studied electronics and electrical. You worked in IT sector. Don't you want to do these 

jobs? 

 Suppose you are invited to a school. The 9th class students have studied arithmetic mean, 

but by seeing the harmonic table, they don't want to study harmonic mean or geometric 

mean? How you will convince them? 

 A value increased by 22%, then 20%, then 26%. To find average increase in value which 

mean you will use? 

 What is a green building? Is current UPSC building is a green building? 

M1: 

 What is NFSA? 

 What is a welfare state? 

 Don’t you think welfare state and rights of persons are contradictory? 

 You have done Vipassana meditation. How is it different from other meditations? 

 Who taught Vipassana? 

M2: 
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 What is Vedic mathematics? 

 Any formula of vedic mathematics that you liked? 

 Is these formulas helpful in practical application? 

 If they are quicker then why they are not taught in school? 

 Don’t you think it will be difficult for students to do mental calculation? 

 Assam is famous for one wildlife? Where? 

 Where else one horn rhino is seen? 

 Their population is increasing or decreasing? 

 In rhino vision exactly what strategies are taken to increase their population? 

M3: 

 What is time zone? 

 How many time zones in India? In USA? 

 Have you heard of p c mahalanobis? Who was he? 

 What did mahalanobis say about requirement of more timezones in India? 

 Do you think we need more time zones? 

 How one timezone affects productivity of northeast? 

 Give me one example where the corresponding constitution article is exactly opposite of 

what value we professed during freedom struggle? 

M 4: 

 You stayed in Odisha, Assam and Bangalore. What is common to all of the three places? 

 You went to Canada. Where did you stay? 

 What did you like about Canada? 

 Why Indians are not polite? 

 Did you visit Niagara falls? Tell me the name of the waterfall in India which is similar or bit 

smaller than Niagara? 

 How you will use artificial intelligence in government? Give specific example. 

 How will you use AI in energy conservation? 

 What is smart home? Give one example. 

 Can you retrofit this air conditioner into a smart ac which can integrate with the temperature 

sensor and accordingly change the level automatically? Tell me what changes need to be 

done? 

 

7. 3rd to go in the Morning 7th march 

Chairman: 

 You have completed your graduation in 2015 , what are you doing since then? 

 School for girls in line with Navodaya Vidyalaya ? When does it started ? 

 Success of Sarva Shikshs Abhiyan and challenges? 

 What are the problems in Secondary Education  

 How to improve tourism potential in Uttar Pradesh  

 Difference between Applied and Eng Physics 

M1: 

 About Aravali Location and Recent bill of Harayana Govt related to that ( Question asked 
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due to mention of Aravali Hostel in my DAF ) 

 Science Day ...Raman effect application and all 

M3 (Lady): 

 Should we go for prohibition and its social impact 

 Reason of Kedarnath devastation and how will you handle it as a DM 

 Meaning of your name 

M4: 

 India Nepal relation 

 Indias role in Madhesi blockade 

M5: 

 How to improve farmer income especially in eastern Uttar Pradesh and reason of low farm 

income   

 Question and discussuion related to GMO crops 

 

8. Name: Anbunithi B.Sc.Agriculture 

Optionals: Agriculture 

Chairman: 

 What you have done after your graduation? 

 What about your schooling? 

 Can you explain about uses of agricultural waste? 

 What do you think about collective farming? 

 How to address price fluctuations in Agri? 

M1: 

 What is Integrated farming? 

 Difference between Hybrid and Cybrid? 

 Famous vishnu temples in India 

 Difference between Agro forestry, Horticulture and Agriculture? 

M2: 

 Which one you will prefer - Joint family or Nuclear family? 

 Derived question - freedom of movement in Joint family? 

 How electricity is produced from Bajra? 

M3: 

 Why collective farming is successful in India? 

 What is your suggestion to make it successful in India? 

M4: 
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 Should we make NCC compulsory to all students? 

 What is your opinion about our Neighbourhood policy? 

 Why Anti Hindi agitation deep-rooted in TamilNadu? 

 

9. Nikhil bissen 27 feb  

Production engineering  

Geography  

Gita, yoga  

Chairman: 

 What u did as content developer ?  

 When was division between bihar and Jharkhand  

 Reasons for lack of development in Jharkhand  

 What is the tribal percentage in jharkhand and Chhattisgarh?  

 Similarities between jharkhand and Chhattisgarh ?  

 What are the tools and techniques u can use as an production engineer in administration 

 What is pert  

 What is cpm  

 How will u use cpm in administration  

 What is eoq  

 What are the positive impacts of prohibition in Bihar ?  

  M1:  

 How will u use pareto principle to improve condition of tribals  

 In BIT mesra what are the steps did u take improve status of tribals  

 What is universal basic income  

 Positive and negative of UBI  

 Better alternative ?  

 What can be issues with minimum basic income  

 What is difference between loc and intl border  

 M2:  

 Why different boards ICSE, CBSE, regional bords ?  

 Is there need of uniform board ?  

 Education in which list  

 How many lists and jurisdictions  

 What is yoga  

 What does yoga mean to u  

 Does gita justify war  

  M3:  

 Why started reading gita at small age  

 How Krishna motivated arjuna to fight  

 Difference Between planning commission and niti ayog  
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 What are the 2 similarities of ara muzzafarpur and Bhagalpur  

 Shahjaha contribution in new delhi  

 Chandni chowk famous for ? (I said parathe , they burst into laughter )  

 M4:  

 Compare economy of india and china  

 Who was st xavier  

 Which apostle of jesus visitied India 

 What are the ways to mainstream tribals as a DM  

 Chairman: thank you  

Your interview is over 

 

10. Pradeep Kumar Dwivedi 

Electrical Engg, 3 Year Experience in Distribution  

IDES, MANIT, NAVODAYA, Chhatarpur (MP) 

Chairman:  

 So you Belong to Navodaya , How is Navodaya different from other boarding schools 

 Who was Maulana Azad, His contribution to India 

 What is famous about Chhatarpur  

 How is bundelkhand different from other parts of the country 

 When did USSR Fall, How many countries emanated out of it 

 Its Effect on India and the world 

 Which were the Asian Countries involved in Cold war 

 Importance of Hanoi Summit 

 Wind and Solar Projects in MP  

M1:  

 Solutions to Farmer distress 

 Difference between Civil services and Defence Jobs 

 Relevance of subsidies and Food Security measures in recent time? Do they make people 

letgargic? What is the way Forward? 

M2: 

 NPT and India’s Stance on Nuclear Arsenal 

 Justification of No First Use? Is it a hypocrite policy? 

 Why Quality of Literature is falling (He quoted one Medieval Couplet regarding this and 

asked for its explanations and My stance on it ) 

M3: 

 Why populations of tigers falling? 

 If there is a conflict between central and state govt order and You are an IAS, who’s order 

will you follow? 
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M4: 

 Challanges in Power Sector in India 

 Issue of Storage 

 What was your contribution to Your Previous employer  

 

11. Rajkumar 

Date of interview :26.02.2019 

Background: ECE, MA(Tamil) 

Optional: Tamil literature 

Chairman: 

 What other literature do you know? 

 What other languages do you know ? What is speciality of Tamil literature 

 What is fiscal deficit 

 what is revenue deficit 

 cutting coat according to cloth or other wise ? What approach govt is following in budgeting  

 what is art 370 ? Special features ? Should it be removed  

 Problems in Erode district ( place of work ) 

M1: 

 What is God ? 

 Karma or destiny ? What will you believe ? Why ? 

 What is GDP 

 Can domestic income change can change gdp ? 

 Hen laying eggs , allowing to lay egg slowly or killing hen to take egg completely ? What is 

your take ? Why ? 

 Shiva  or Sun ? What is the difference ( complete ramdomness )  

M2: 

 Classical ,carnatic difference ( hobby, singing ) 

 What is Raga 

 Mughals contribution to painting  

 When was miniature painting introduced  

 Suppose tsunami warning come to you ,you are DM 

 Tell me briefly what will you do, pre, during, post disaster  

M3: 

 Effective communication in public service significance  

 Problem in civil service  

 Are you deadline sticking person or let it goes as routine type person ? Example  

 Reservation enabling provisions in constitution 

 Reason for reservation  

M4: 
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 Economic reservation , your view 

 NJAC 

 Judges selecting judges ? Right ? 

 Creamy layer concept 

 Arunachal pradesh issue 

 

12. Sourav Jain 

Chairman: 

 differences between the two schools that you studies in. 

 one marginal costing problem. 

 cost ascertainment tools 

 As CMD of CPSE, how will you control costs. 

 different heads of income 

 MP/MLA salary will come under which head. 

 difference between exemption and deduction. 

M1: 

 Mahajani system of accounting. 

 components of this system. 

 As income tax commissioner, hire will you scrutinise such books of account. 

 what of Round tripping 

 various tax havens 

 recent news about Panama papers 

 NRI definition as per income tax act 

 benefits of being NRI 

 DTAA benefits to him 

 What "Royal alpha" stand for in your school name. 

 Tell me about Sawai Madhopur. 

 how can tourism can be promoted there. 

M2: 

 MPLAD  

 who implements it and concerns. 

 is JM Keynes concept of full employment applicable to India. 

 "history is always contemporary history" explain. 

 new service added recently. 

 why this is needed and what are expectations from it. 

 As education secretary, what would be your focus employability or character building. 

M3: 

 What is Revenue neutral rate and its significance. 

 define Cost effectiveness. 

 difference between performance budget, performance assessment and performance audit. 

 Two different blocks:  project analysis of cost and cost concept you would use. 

 Difference between GDP at factor cost and GDP at market price. 
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M4  

 (lady): 

 define opportunity cost. 

 problems with multiple rate structure of GST.  

 which book did you read last and explain key ideas of that. 

 " democracy inherent in Indians " PM Modi's quote. Explain this. 

 

13. Kuldeep 

IRS 

B. tech 

PUBLIC ADMIN  

Chairman:   

 glanced thru my DAF n confirming my education details. 

 Tell me famous diaries ( my hobby). 

 Adv n disadvantage of diary writing. 

 One Q related to Communication ( sorry sir). 

 Amount of Oxygen while inhaling and exhaling. 

 Q on mixed farming system. 

M1:  

 Asked a random term wgich i don't know. 

 My view on simultaneously elections n proportional representation vs FPTP system. 

 Status of women in Haryana n few cross Q. How to improve this....tell m some innovative 

system. Q on khap fatwa. 

M2: 

 Image od police in hry is bad ao howbto improve it. 

 Pakistan policy and what u will do as foreign secretary. 

M3: 

 3C cvc cbi court stalling decision making. What's your opinion? 

 Prior permission of govt in case of enquiry and prosecution....my opinion? 

 Which book did u read for public admin....n fav thinkers. 

M4: 

 Role of DC in india 

 Disaster management structure in India 

 Few Q related to teaching (hobby) 

Overall interview went well I was confident and members cordially. compared tp last time. 

40 mins and Joshi sir was looking at his watch time and time again. 
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14. Badime krishna 

Geography  

Chairman: 

read my daf loudly  

 what do u know about latur earthquake  

 what you do in river conservation? (daf) 

 how u undertook watershed activites?  

M1:  

 issue of solid waste management 2- issue of plastic waste 

 communal violence what will u do as SP?  

M2:  

 carbon sink,footprint,sink,credit,neutrality (daf)   

 about pollution through textile industry (graduation)  

 marathi saint poets(hobby) 

 4-literature diff of saint chokhamela and dyaneshwar ( didn't know) 

 findings of my paper presented (daf)   

M3:  

 three imp international events happened recently  

 PMGSY  

 violence against women legal provisions to tackle it 

 sexual harassment in college ( as general secretary) 

M4:  

 transport sector emissions?  What should be done?  

 urban transport way forward  

 asked two geographers who worked on location? Their difference.  

 market center theory and impact of transport (optional)   

Overall good experience.   

Thank you Mahesh Bhagwat sir and all other mentors.   

For others All the best. 
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